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ABSTRACT 

Existing experimental information about the nuoleon-antinucleon inter

action is reviewed and a description is given of a theoretical model, based 

on the .!'uk:aua theory, which seems ~le to explain the experimental results. 
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I • 

. Iri 19$.$, Chamberlain, segn/1 Wiegand, and Ypsilantie, working with a · 

beam ot particles from the Bevatron.. established the existence of the antiproton. 1 

·As'theoret1oaUy expected, they found this particle to have a mass equal to that 

o:t the proton and a charge equal but opposite in sign. Later the antineutron was 

• found by Cork, Lambertson, Piccioni, and Wensel and also obsel"V'~ to have the ex-
~ t . . 

pee ted properties. (~1eutron and antineutron, even though they are both neutral, 

are not the same particle •. ·F.ot example, they are capable ot mutual annibSlationj 
. ... . 

a process that cannot occur for two neutrons.) .,___. . . 

Many experiments were then undertaken to determine the interactions of anti• 

protons, and the first important fact established was that ann1.h1.4tion ac'lrually 

occurs when proton and antiproton coma sufficiently close to ee.oh other. This 
. . \ . 

experiment was carried out wi 'tth emulsions in a collaboration between a group 1n 

R• under Professor Amaldi and a large ~rkeley group.) It was found that on 

the average about five· pions ware eJ!litted per annihilation, a number that some 

theoriSts find surp:rieingly large, but which depends on eo r.na.ny complicated con

siderations that no clean-cut interpretation haS yet been possible, 

Further experiments have given the detailed cross seeti~ for proton-anti

proton scattering and annihilation at intermediate energies 1 that is between abou~ 
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100 and 400 Mev. The prOCesses involved and the corresponding cross sections are 

as foUowst 

. Cross section 

ct scat (scattering) 

0"' ex (charge-exchange) - -p~ P_.. n"" n. 

~· fi.., anniMl at ion 
(amihilation) 

Ordinary: inelastic scattering; vi th pion production, iS negligible at these energies. 

The total croas section 1s, then, 

(j :tr · total scat 

+n Fig, 1 e. comp11.et1on of many different experi.mantal results for these cross 

sections ·is shown, and it is seen that good agreement exists between the various 
. . 

tileaour~nts. Angular distributions tor elastic scattering have also been measuredJ 
J 

The ·most strild.ng aspect of these experimental results is the magnitude of the 

1.... . total protem-antiproton cross section, which at these energies iS two to three times 

. . ·, 

a8 ·large as the correspcmding nueleon-nucieon cross sections.. '.l'h1s difference led 

people at firSt to suppose that the forces acting bE!tween nucleon and antinuelecm 

MliSt be quite different from thoae between. two nucleons. Let us consider nON what 

field thaOr)r bas to say about this question. 

II. 

,It has been pose ible to understand many properties of' the nucleon 1n terms - . 

of the Yuk:a.Ve. hypothesis that the nucleon is a source of the:1f-meson t1el.4 1ft ttl$ 

same sense that a charged }1lrl,icle iS a source of electromagnetic field. The 
. - 0 . 

( . 

. . 
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COOMBES, CORK, GALBRAITH,' . _j 
LAMBERTSON, AND WENZEL ,-, ;. I 
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± i i 

p-p TOTAL CROSS SECTION 
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300 400 500 600 

· LAB ENERGY (Mev) 
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50,918-1 
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tUk:e.Wa pictUJ:'e et the ~ical nucleon is cU.Yided roughly into three regions t 

(1) An outer "i:ringe" at distancee larger than or of the o~r of the pion 

Compton wavelength, 2ir : 1£/mrr c :. 1.4 x 10•lJ em. Here single virtual p1ona 

occur in a weU defined dlstr1but1on1 With a att-ength characterized entirely by 

the pion-nucleon coupling constant, ~~e;0.08t o.ol. Cklneral oons1den.t1ons

such as eonserTat1on laws and the uncerta~ prineiple..give us confidence that 

w• understand this region. It the pion is indeed the lightest pU\iole that inter

acu strongly with tbe nucleon, then according to the uneert,a1nty principle it 

l11!!!4osd.M.te the outer parts M the nucleon at.rueturet and. 1f we beUeve that 

strong interactions conserve ~i'by an4 iSotopic spin and are easentially local 

in nature, Ulan the distribution of VirtUlil pions at large distances 18 determined 

!IJ~ by s,mmetry considerations. Experiments on the long•rtnge parte or the 

nucleon-nucleon force and on the zero-energy limits of pion-nuoleotl scattering 

and photopion production give quantitative confirmation of these conclusions. By 

any ordilliU'T standards, then, we can clai.nt to N1ve a rather complete understanding 

ot the 11fr1nge• or the nucleon. 

(2) The intened.!.a'be atrunture of the nucleon, at distances smaller than rtf 

but greater than the nucleon Compton wavelength, rn;.:: rfl" /7, is b;y no means com

pletely understood• but it seems still to be dominated by virtual pions, and the 

tukawa theory has had sem:tqpantitative success 1n describing this irttermediate 

ngion. In par\teul.ar, the theory seeme to give· a nuoleon-nuoleon force at inter• 

medtate dietances \1hich 1s remarkably close to that requ1reci by experiment. When 

we add the taott that the anomalous nucleon magnetic moments are fairly well under

a~ in terma of this pion cloud, we conclude that a good dealia kn~, at least 

errp1ricall11 about the intermediate structun of the nueleon. 
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(3) Finally there is the •rcore" of the nucleon, the structure at distances 

smaller than the nucleon Compton wavelength. Almost nothing is understood about 

this region theoretically although we expect it to contain virtual strange par

ticles and antinucleons. Empirically it gives rise to a strong repulsive force 

between two nucleons) the famous "hard core" of the potential. 

What relevance do these considerations have to antinucleons? Well, if the 

principle of charge oonjug~tion means what we think it does, the above picture of 

the nucleon leads us to just as complete a picture of the antinucleon. Every 

virtual pion in the fringe and intermediate region is simply to be replaced by 

a corresponding antipion. The point I am trying to make is that if we claim to 

understand the nucleon-nucleon interaction at large' and intermediate distances 

in terms of the corresponding portions of the pion cloud, then we understand ex

actly as much about the nucleon-antinucleon interaction. We are not in the posi

tion of being able to plead ignorance about the •tmysterioud1 antinucleon. We can

not make ad~oc .~sumptions about the NN interaction at large and iptermediate 

distances without the danger of doing violence to well established principles. 

The magnitude of the NN total cross section in itself does not imply that 

anything beyond the conventional Yukawa pion-exchange mechanism is involved. A 

classical impact parameter equal to the pion Compton wavelength corresponds to a 

total cross section of 130 m'Q.. Thus the astonishing fact, if there is one, is 

that np and pp cross sections are so small, not that pp cross sections are so large. 

The usual theoretical description of the NN interaction differs according to 

the region of structure involved. At large separations, where singly occurring 

fringe pions are dominant, the potential ener&y is exactly given by 

Z ~ -+ -+ -t..,!;J --t -r 
V 11T = f 'T 1 o 'T z u 1 0 v rJ Z 0 v e 

r 
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where the length unit is the p1on Compton wavelength. The constant f .iS the 

pion-nucleon coupling constant mnd might be called the "Pionic ehargett of the 

nucleon. The value is such that t 2/lf1e :: o.oB. Because the pionic charge of the 

antinucleon is the opposite of that for the nucleon, thi.s part ot the interaction 
.· -eimply reverses sign in the NN system • 

.At~ intermediate distances double pion exchange becomes impOrtant, end these 

contributions have the same magnitude and sign in both NN and Nii systems. (As 

a general 1"Ul8 • tene due to exchan.ga ot an odd number ot pions reverse sign while 

those due to an even number do not.) Unfortunately no reliable expression exists 

for the interaction due to multiple pion exchange• and at intermediate distances 

there also are corrections to the single•picm fonnul.a due to nucleon recoil. 

However it ·one tends to be optim1atie there is reason to believe that the most 

~ , , important pa:rts of the interaction at intermediate diStances can be and have been 
•\_; 

calculated in terms ot one• and two-pion exchange. Thus we &"8 in e. position to 

construct, at least roughly, the ~interaction potential, except in the region 

or the core. 

For the core we must make an assumption, but we are guided by both theory and 

experimsnt .- Theoretically it is clear that there are two distinct contributors to 

-the NN interaction. First there are pion exchanges, which are in one-to-one corre-

spondence with pion ~hanges in the NN interaction and Which are represented by 

tbe long• and in:t.ermediate•range potential discussed previously. Second, however, 

there is the possibility of annibilation, which hats no counterpart 1n the NN syetemt 

the ann2hilation mechiuusm corresponds in the theoey to an absorptive interaction 

whose range 1s of the order ot the nucleon Compton wavelength. The experimental 

fact of s ignitioence i.e tm large average number of pions Observed in NN annihila• 

tion. 
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Putting these two facts together suggests that the very-short-range part . 

. of the rm interaction should be represented not by a hard core bu:t by a black 

hole. 4 That is to say, once the cores of N and W touch, annihilation 1s inev

itable. If virtual .pions are formed, there are so many that the chance of all 

being r.eabsorbed. to. lead back to the Nil system is negligible. 

Before describing the· detailed quantum treatment of this model, let me 

.emphasize its classical significance. We have a small black. hole, surrOUnded 

, sometimes by a repulsive "wall" (Fig. 4a) and sometimes by an attractive "well" 
! -~\· 

.(Fig. 4b). 

ta) 

Fig. 4. The general form of the nucleon-antinucleon 
potential according to the. Yuks.wa theory. In (a) the 
outside potential is repuls~ve and in (b) attractive. 
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ioth situations occur beoa.use the nuclear force has a strong spin dependence and 

" may be either attractive or repulsive depending on how the spins are oriented. 

'fhe cross section iS clearly determined by the outer potential. With a 

repulsion.- one gets elastic scattering; unless the ld.netic energy overcomes the 

b~ier. With an attraction, one somatimeo gats scattering, but the lower• 

angular-momentum col.lisions may lead to a spiraling in1 followed by absorption, 

that is to say, annihUation. The exiaet size ot the black hole 1S clearly not 

llnportant, so our model contaiDS no free parameters and makes. unambiguous pre-

~· . diotlons. 
',h 

xn. 

Ball and Ful.cor; have made detailed calcu1ations of the proton-antiproton 

c~a sections on the· basis of this model. · Theil' results are s}lOMn as the solid 

curYeS in Figs. l to 3; and the agreetr~ent with experiment is evidently satisfaot.ory 

at the energieS considered. The ~l cannot be taken seriously above about 200 · 

Mev, 'because the fast relative motion of the nucleon and ant.inucleon invalidates 

the potential concept~ •. 

We may ask at this point bow the theory was able to produce the large differ

ence between NN and Nff cross sections, with such s.imil.ar forces in the two cases • 

To ~er th1a question we must understand the undel'lying reason tor the small NN 

CS2i'OB& sect1onu. First of all, the S pbaee shifts of the NN system are anomalously 

. small because o! a. ldnd. ot ttRamsauer effect, n e. cancellation ot the effect of the 

r$puls1ve core againSt en attractive outsidfa region. The NN system, with the repul• 

sive core replaced by a black hole makes full use ot the outside potential. A 

sOtllSWhs.t aimil.er phenomenon occurs in the P states where in the NN system a repul• 

s1ve long-range one-Pion potential tends to counteract a short-range attractive 
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·tvo-,1• potential. The reYezeal ot etan ot the one.picn pan 1n tbe d system 

·~ thia CSDcellat1on, Si'rios a strong ove~l attraction that accounts for 

a lal'"8• part, of the to\al plane4ave CS'Oas se"'1on • 
• 

A fl:nal. word. a\)out vba"t to gpect at ve-ry hlp energles, l.e., in the multi• 

B8Y ra.np. It 1.8 very bard to eee bow tbe ooncept,e diecusaect hwe can lead ~o 

1arp ann1hllatton eroaa sectiorus 1ft this rq1on ot ~· We haft been depead!ng 

on the pion c1ouAl to de~ 'be an'Jaueleone 1nwml eo tbat they ewike the nucleon 

oore all4 ~ aan1h11ated. But t• •t1protf1ml 1n the BeY range the p1an cloud can• 

bOt do l'll'lOh detltcttnc. P'riJlp coUislGDS wUl.lead on1J' to mul.tiple .meson produc• 

\~OQ' .aut the ann1hilatt.on erose eectloft shoul.d shrink to the stu ot the black hole 

~ -·1, that we haft been ta11d.q at>ou\, Bxaotl7 what Ude eime 1.8 • do not know but i$ 

JD~t.. be ol.oeer \o lO than to 60 mb. lzpll'ilmmtt w detmrd.ne the ~ 

~\i~ oroes eeotd<ma uo now be:lrc ~. 
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